PortSide NewYork
A living lab for better urban waterways. We bring WaterStories to life.
Bringing the communities ashore and afloat closer together.

We urgently seek an architect
For a business plan due 5/18/18 to the NYC Economic Development Corporation (EDC).
An architect/museum designer is ideal given many of our proposed uses.

Photo by Jonathan Atkin

portsidenewyork.org
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Join PortSide NewYork in creating a future-focused, maritime center
Our planned maritime center has building space and an active landing for diverse boats.
It combines working waterfront, public access and community development.
This builds on our 12‐year experience with pop‐up programs and interim sites.

Conceptual rendering from our 2007 RFP response
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2018: Create business plan for building space
The NYC Economic Development Corporation (EDC) offered us a means to get building space
alongside the ship that we have long sought. They asked for a business plan.

Conceptual rendering from our 2007 RFP response
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We need actionable designs not a conceptual plan
We need:
•renderings that put our proposed programs and services in the space
•review of the building code
•estimates for the rehab costs for the plan
This is Port Authority (PANYNJ) property, rented to the NYC Economic Development
Corporation (EDC), so PANYNJ reviews the plans not the Department of Buildings (DOB).
PortSide has a lot of experience on site and has evolved ideas for how to use these spaces.
We have a commitment from retired PANYNJ architect to help vet the plans. We have great
working relationships with current PANYNJ staff and the leaseholder in the warehouse who is
familiar with PANYNJ codes and practices.
We know people in construction who may be able to help with cost estimating.
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Help develop an exciting, innovative maritime place
Programs for the general public and services to the working waterfront
Location:
Pier 11 warehouse, Atlantic Basin, Red Hook, Brooklyn.
Next to our historic ship MARY A. WHALEN, the NYC Ferry
Red Hook stop, and the Brooklyn Cruise Terminal.
We can readily get access for a site visit.
The spaces are in use at this time, so the only photos of it
empty are the historic ones below.

Photo: Veronica Price
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Our history For 10 years, we negotiated temporary permits while looking for a long-term home
From 2005‐2015, while searching for dock space for our ship and adjacent building space, we created
innovative waterfront programs in diverse locations (on our ship and others; in parks, storefronts, a
shipyard, a container port). The EDC previously promised us a home at this site, but changed their
mind. This means we have extensive experience and relationships at this location. In 2015, we got a
3‐year permit for the ship to dock next to the warehouse in question. In 2016, vessels of a
commercial partner joined us. In 2018, we are preparing for ship upgrades and expansion ashore.
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Current home: the MARY A. WHALEN at Pier 11, Atlantic Basin, Red Hook, Brooklyn
Built in 1938. On the National Register of Historic Places. Last of her kind in the USA. The only
oil tanker in the world repurposed for public programs. In use while undergoing restoration.
Located here.
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PortSide honors & special accomplishments
Sandy recovery & resiliency work
•White House & NYS Senate awards for hurricane Sandy recovery work
•Appointed by NYS Governor’s office to Red Hook NY Rising committee
•On Advisory Committee for Red Hook public art project about climate change led by Mayor's Office
of Recovery & Resiliency, the Department of Cultural Affairs and Councilman Carlos Menchaca

Planning
•Appointed by Councilman Carlos Menchaca to Sunset Park Task Force

History & Preservation
•Got the ship MARY A. WHALEN listed on National Register of Historic Places
•National Maritime Historical Society Preservation Award
•Created e‐maritime museum Red Hook WaterStories
•Created unrivalled 9/11 multimedia exhibit “Mariners Response to 9/11”
•Brought more historic ships to Brooklyn than major parks

At the PortSide of tomorrow, working waterfront & creative Brooklyn meet
Crew from workboats come ashore to get provisions and other services. The public can board tour,
excursion and dinner boats. The public visits our museum ship MARY A. WHALEN along with visiting
vessels.

The boat scene is maritime placemaking, a living museum that we curate and interpret.
An authentic working waterfront is positioned as an attraction and community amenity.
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Our location is ideal: dynamic maritime activity in Atlantic Basin
There are varied and high levels of maritime activity: containerport, cruise terminal, NYC Ferry
dock, diverse vessels on Pier 11.

PortSide programs relate to maritime activity on site
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Our diverse WaterStories programs and e‐museum illuminate waterfront issues, history, and culture for
visitors of all ages via exhibits, screenings, book readings, talks, conferences, and performances. We
provide public access to a maritime waterfront and a pathway to its economy with a focus on equity and
inclusion. This maritime placemaking creates a new model for urban waterfront revitalization and a
great place to visit!

Our 2011 exhibit “Mariners’ Response to 9/11”
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Learning, play, & meaningful experiences flow together
Youth build boats, use boats, restore our ship, learn to fish, grow during internships.
Schools tour our ship and others, use the wet lab and habitat installations on the pier.
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We create a pipeline to marine careers for youth and adults
People find out about, and prepare for, maritime
jobs via our educational and cultural programs,
maritime training classes, and exposure to the
maritime activity on site.

Additional elements of the future PortSide
A resiliency center educates the community about
marine weather and floods.

This builds on our Sandy recovery work (which earned
a White House award and NYS Senate honors) and
resiliency work (appointed by NYS Governor’s Office
to Red Hook’s NY Rising committee) which we share
in the Resiliency 101 section of our e‐museum Red
Hook WaterStories.

Our maritime library is used by all ages.
Books n Bait! Our store sells educational materials,
bait & tackle, PortSide gifts, light eats.

Photo: Veronica Price
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Related digital programs
We grow our e‐maritime museum and community guide Red Hook WaterStories and create related
programs and experiences for schools and the general public.
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Goals for the building space:
Launch of services and programs that don’t fit on the ship:
•
•
•
•
•

Shop for boat building and STEM + CTE (vocational ed)
Classroom training for merchant mariner licenses
Boating safety classes for recreational boaters
Space for WaterStories exhibits, movie screenings, etc.
Culture and education programs for large groups

Space that is NOT weather-dependent (unlike the ship deck)
•Gives us a predictable program schedule, more programs and year‐
round ones.

ADA program space and ADA office space.
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Benefits of the building space:
We can create a place “PortSide” that people and boats can visit
while our ship visits other communities.

We get our offices off the ship which then enables:
• Full restoration of the ship interior.
• More tours of the ship interior. We can’t do many tours
while our offices are aboard.
• Better, larger office space. Ship spaces are cramped and
have many impediments to modern office work.
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Community benefits in addition to our programs
PortSide: an educational waiting room
Access to these spaces will be free, except during special events, making PortSide an amenity for:
•The Red Hook community
•Passengers using the NYC Ferry
•Cruise ship passengers looking for info on the area, or something to do while in port
•People waiting to pick up cruise passengers
•Attendees of special events in Atlantic Basin (Formula‐E car race, Red Hook Crit, etc)
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PortSide has deep experience on site:
We have considerable experience programming here and planning for this site.
PortSide responded to a 2006 RFEI and 2007 RFP from the EDC for this site. In 2008, the EDC
promised PortSide and the community that we would be have a home here, and we were
asked to do interim programs on site, which we did in 2008, 2009, 2010. In 2011, the EDC
said they would issue another RFP, rendering us homeless.
For all those years, minus just a few months, we have been on PANYNJ Red Hook property.
The Pier 11 warehouse is PANYNJ property. We know people and rules on site.
We have a commitment from retired PANYNJ architect to help vet the plans. We have great
working relationships with current PANYNJ staff and the leaseholder in the warehouse who is
familiar with PANYNJ codes and practices.
In 2015, we returned to the site, with our historic ship MARY A. WHALEN, on a 3‐year permit,
our first long‐term permit ever. We have been programming here since 5/29/15.

Info about the space & project:
The full business plan, for which this architectural plan is a part, is due 5/18/18.
This is an unanticipated project so we did not do fundraising in advance. We have recently
identified a source of funds and ask interested parties to submit a quote. Since we are
currently also working on our FEMA‐approved Sandy recovery project that requires
fundraising, we are particularly interested in discounted or pro bono services. We can
certainly gift you use of our ship for events and corporate functions.
This is PANYNJ property. They act like the Department of Buildings and approve plans. The
site is rented to the NYC Economic Development Corporation (EDC). The EDC rented the
warehouse to Phoenix Beverage, minus the 5,700 sq ft for community programs targeted by
this project. We have some control over where the demising walls go to capture the 5,700 sq
ft. Sprinkler locations and adjoining tenant uses are other influences. The demising wall cost
will be paid for by Phoenix.
The warehouse is a large corrugated aluminum envelope with cinderblock rooms within it.
We want to repurpose those rooms to lower the cost of the project. Re‐using them could also
allow us to concurrently renovate and use parts of the facility, enabling phased fundraising
and renovation and thus activate the site faster.
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Try to keep costs down via rehab strategy AND program partners
We propose that the plan stress low‐cost, speedy ways to activate the site in order to finally
get PortSide in business ASAP (we have been seeking a proper home since our 2005 start up);
and stress multi‐purpose spaces to maximize the utility of the 5,700 sq ft that is smaller than
our needs. After stabilizing and growing PortSide, a subsequent campaign can raise money for
more costly space improvement, and we can request more space.
Other cost saving strategies: Can we use the warehouse space without insulation and comply
with code? We can use free and unlicensed labor for some of the work. Licensed contractors
are needed for plumbing, electricity and the architect. Insulating, painting, carpentry do not
need licensed contractors. Many contractors are located in Red Hook and are supporters. We
plan to seek free and discounted labor and use barn‐raising style events for
construction/renovation when possible.
PortSide program partners that could work for free as part of training programs:
•District Council 9 training program (painters)
•PortSide vocational summer internships
•Rebuilding Together NYC resiliency training program
•Our staff and on‐site partner Lehigh Maritime have deep trade skills.
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We believe that use of the existing office suite along the east wall/loading dock can happen
rapidly because, at the EDC’s request, in 2010‐2011 we asked an architect to do a building code
review for repurposing the existing office suite for public programs. (see next page) That effort
did not look at the raw warehouse space or the “garage,” a large space walled off from the
warehouse along the south wall.

Main improvements we believe are needed in and around the office suite:
(We have estimated costs for some)
•Install railing along the loading dock (removable wire railing attached to stanchions in sockets)
•Install access stairs to loading dock attached to a porch extending a loading dock to the south.
•ADA ramp attached to that stairway landing porch.
•Insulation.
•New windows and doors
•HVAC upgrade
•Major cosmetic improvement. It is filthy and battered.
•We know plumbing upgrades on site to be difficult and costly, so we want to investigate not
growing the number or toilet stalls, having a unisex bathroom, and/or using rental bathroom
trailer outside as a way to achieve required number of toilet units.
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Plan below was begun with an architect in 2010 and not finished. Much has changed.
See updates on the following page.
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What’s changed since the uncompleted plan on preceding page:
•Building code changed in 2014.
•A warehouse tenant now needs truck access to the rollup door at the south end, so we cannot
create a C‐shape that runs from east to west like this. Our activity needs to cluster to one side or
the other of the truck driveway.
•We now favor clustering along the east wall (right side in the plan) to capture the existing office
suite with the all‐important bathroom. The loading dock is also a very useful space. We can offer a
waterfront experience (left side of plan) on the ship MARY A. WHALEN.
•Phoenix is willing to grant us more space, but the EDC is not willing to renegotiate their lease at
this time. Our hope is that this can be revisited in the future, allowing PortSide to expand into a
complete cross section of the south end of the warehouse. The recycling business that needs the
truck access would have to leave for this to be possible.
•One unresolved question is “can we have retail?” (a mini museum store + café). We want its
revenue and power of attraction, but PANYNJ said during the 2010 planning process that retail
was only allowed on their maritime property if there is a ferry terminal. NYC Ferry arrived on site
in 2017, so would that greenlight retail at PortSide? If yes, we want to find space for it in the plan.
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Warehouse suited for

Larger‐scale programs & audiences
Exhibits, school programs, movie nights, talks, book readings
Event rental = revenue
PortSide fundraisers = revenue

Our aspirations are now focused on the other side of warehouse.
This photo is included to show the nature of the space volume and its skylights.

Garage at right can be a shop used for boat building, STEM
+ CTE vocational programs, and repair of the MARY A. WHALEN
Addition of second floor within this could add a video screening
room, exhibit space, and more.
Got ideas?

One Red Hook school requested a 10’ x10’ wet lab. We like the idea. Where could it go?
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Warehouse mezzanine over office
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suited for

Needs plan for ADA access
2nd floor of office space?
Use dark area at right for video screening?
Office flood resiliency: we can evacuate computers to the mezzanine level.

Loading dock
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suited for

May‐October outdoor programs:
•School programs
•Movie nights, talks, book readings
•area for small shipwork projects
•Overflow space for indoor events
•Seating for proposed café
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Suite of three offices, conference room & hall suited for

Mariner training classes
School programs
PortSide offices
Museum store
Maritime reading room (with mobile bookshelves)

Movie nights, talks , book readings, gallery for small exhibits
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Large hall from loading dock to warehouse

PortSide uses:
•Doors provide egress to warehouse, loading dock, and bathroom
•Overflow space. It has teller windows to office & big window to large room.
•2nd stage renovation: remove the wall with big window for larger conference room.
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Office 1 of 3

PortSide uses of offices 1-3:
•Off‐ship office space gives us ADA office, more space, allows us to restore tanker interior
and give more ship tours. We cannot run many tours thru the ship while it is an office.
•2nd egress to loading dock (see inset photo)
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Office 2 of 3

PortSide uses:
•Museum store & café via take‐out window? If retail allowed by PANYNJ
•If no retail, program space or office/meeting space?
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Office 3 of 3

PortSide uses:
As above and 3rd egress to warehouse space
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Contact info
Carolina Salguero
President
PortSide NewYork
917‐414‐0565
carolina@portsidenewyork.org
www.portsidenewyork.org

Twitter @PortSideNewYork
Facebook:
•
Mary A. Whalen
•
PortSide NewYork

Our world‐famous ship cat Chiclet

Help grow PortSide NewYork!
Let’s put New Yorkers in touch with their waterways
and really leverage the potential of our waterfront!

